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Learn how to design and develop distributed web services in Java using RESTful architectural principals and the JAX-RS specification in Java EE 6. With this hands-on reference, you'll focus on implementation rather than theory, and discover why the RESTful method is far better than technologies like CORBA and SOAP. 
 
 It's easy to get started with services based on the REST architecture. RESTful Java with JAX-RS includes a technical guide that explains REST and JAX-RS, how they work, and when to use them. With the RESTEasy workbook that follows, you get step-by-step instructions for installing, configuring, and running several working JAX-RS examples using the JBoss RESTEasy implementation of JAX-RS.
 

	Work on the design of a distributed RESTful interface, and develop it in Java as a JAX-RS service 
	Dispatch HTTP requests in JAX-RS, and learn how to extract information from them 
	Deploy your web services within Java Enterprise Edition using the Application class, Default Component Model, EJB Integration, Spring Integration, and JPA 
	Discover several options for securing your web services 
	Learn how to implement RESTful design patterns using JAX-RS 
	Write RESTful clients in Java using libraries and frameworks such as java.net.URL, Apache HTTP Client, and RESTEasy Proxy
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book presents this new discipline in a very accessible form: both as a text to train the next generation of practitioners and researchers, and to inform lifelong learners like myself. Witten and Frank have a passion for simple and elegant solutions.  They approach each topic with this mindset, grounding all concepts in concrete examples,...
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Emerging Topics in Computer Vision (IMSC Press Multimedia Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
The topics in this book were handpicked to showcase what we consider to be exciting and promising in computer vision. They are a mix of more well-known and traditional topics (such as camera calibration, multi-view geometry, and face detection), and newer ones (such as vision for special effects and tensor voting framework). All have the common...
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Principles of Oral and Maxillofacial SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Since the first edition was published over thirty years ago, this book has become the established introductory textbook for dental students, valued for its accessible, reader-friendly style and absence of superfluous detail. The fourth edition was published in 1991.


	The new edition has been updated to reflect advances in the...
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FasciolosisCABI Publishing, 1999
Fasciolosis, a parasitic disease caused by the liver fluke, has a tremendous impact on livestock each year. In addition, an estimated 2.4 million people are infected, and the disease is now recognized as an emerging human disease by the World Health Organization. This volume, the first comprehensive treatment devoted to these parasites and their...
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Domestic Violence: A Reference HandbookABC Clio, 2000

	This book is intended to provide comprehensive information about domestic violence; what it is, its causes, the extent of the problem, whom it affects, available services, and possible solutions. To provide the reader with a broad and in-depth view of the issue, domestic violence is explored from historical, social,...
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Fundamentals of Project Management (Worksmart)AMACOM, 2011

	With sales of more than 160,000 copies, Fundamentals of Project Management has helped generations of project managers navigate the ins and outs of every aspect of this complex discipline. Using a simple step-by-step approach, the book is the perfect introduction to project management tools, techniques, and concepts. Readers will learn how to:...
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